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ABSTRACT 
This study e xamines the prese nt and potential us es of computers 
in the restaurant industry. The high failure rat e of businesses with-
in the industry is largely due to the lack of adequate ope r ational and 
financial controls. The application of computer t echnology is one of 
the most appropriate means of provid ing such controls . 
Research was carried out in all sectors of the hospitality ind-
ustry in an attempt to define present and potential applications fr om 
the restaurant operators' point of view. The author has also dr wn 
upon his pe rsonal experience as an employee of a rest aurant chain 
which is considering computer installations at the restaurant level. 
Interviews were conduc ted with most of the major e qu ipment vendors and 
an exhaustive s earch of the computer and hospitality trade public-
ations was completed. The author conducted furthe r research at the 
hotel school which is most involved in research on computer applic-
ations in the hospitality industry. 
The study confirmed that the restaurant industry has remained 
relatively untouched by the point-of- sale revolution which began in 
the general retail industry some eight years ago. However, the pro-
fessional management attitude being introduced to the restaurant ind-
ustry by the chain operations is beginning to rectify this situation . 
Advances in computer technology are becoming significant at all 
levels of business operation . The introduction of microprocessors in 
particular has provided the break-through in making computer usage a 
practical reality for even the single- restaurant operator. 
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CHAPTE R ONE 
I TRODUCTI ON 
Scope of the Report 
The retail s ec t o r of the food s e rv i c e indust ry i s ge ne r ally 
classified into two segments, bas e d on the l e v e l of s ervice provi d ed . 
Restaurants provide table servic e (in whi c h f o od is bro ugh t t o the 
customer), and fast food ope rations provide pr e- pr e pare d f o od wh ich 
may or may not be brought to the custome r . Although ref e r ence is made 
to fast food operations, for the purposes of comparison, the appli-
cations described in this study are sp e cifi c to t a bl e se rvi ce 
restaurants. 
As the report prese nts the sta te-of-the-art in r e st a ur a nt 
management controls, it is more likely to reflec t the e xperience i n 
the larger restaurants and the publicly owned restaura nt cha ins . 
Problems Faced by the Restaurant Industry 
With the increasing emphasis being placed on d e c o r and atmos-
phere to attract customers, the initial capital requirements for a new 
restaurant venture further increase the potentia l losse s whi c h could 
be incurred. 
Table I illustrates the failure rate for Cana dian rest a ura nts, 
and the industry's relatively high ranking within the classifications 
reported by Dun and Bradstreet. 
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TABLE I 
The Resta ura nt Failure Record in Can3da 
F rom 197 2 to 1977 
197 2 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
Number of Failures 188 158 131 193 190 263 
Rank within 41 
Industry Classifica tions 6 7 9 5 5 5 
Rank within 10 Retail 
Trade Classifications J J 5 2 2 4 
Average Liabilities (in $000) 33 38 48 71 73 162 
Source: Dun & Bradstreet, "The Canadian Business Failure Record 1977", 
Toront o , Ontario . 
The most common internal factors contributing to the speculat-
ive nature of the business relate to both operations and personnel. 
The industry has been unable to take advantage of the productivity 
gains experienced in most other sectors of the economy becaus e it is 
essentially a labour- intensive industry . 
In spite of the inrpads being made by the chai n operations, the 
restaurant industry is still characterized by a high proportion of 
small, individually-owned enterprises. The smal l enterprise with its 
dedicated, owner-manager, can provide a much more personal service to 
a comfort-conscious _ patron. The small size of most enterprises, 
however, contributes to a major problem in the industry, namely, the 
slow development of the necessa ry skills in marketing and managerial 
control. 
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In the smaller enterprise , managerial cont ro l is exercised at a 
minimal l e vel due to the competing demands on the owner-manager's time 
and his inability to r esolve operational problems, implem nt sound 
accounting prac tices and pla·n for the future . As an example, the 
"cash r e sidual method" of accounting and cash control is still preva-
lent in the industry . The many operators still using this method 
calcul a te their daily gross profit based on the cash remaining in the 
r egister--which is assumed to be the difference between t he ir daily 
r evenue a nd ex pens e s. The pe rsonnel prob lem is characterized by a 
r apid turn-over of staff, r e latively low wages and a lack of basic 
skills, motiva tion and other impo rta nt job qualities in the typical 
employee . 
In spit e of the se problems, the r estauran t indust ry continues 
to attract the att ention of corporations which have succeeded in other 
industries. These corpora tions have the necessary capital resources 
and prof e ssiona l management s kill s to overcome many of the probl ems 
facing the owner-operator. The earlie r succe ss e s of such investments 
in the fast food sector have provided the stimulus for inv estmen t in 
both the e stablished and the newly creat ed t abl e service operations . 
One of the many r ef inements be ing introduced by t hese corporations is 
the mo re extensive use of computer t echnology in both ope r ational and 
f i nancial activities. 
Background to the Applica tions of Computers in the Industry 
Among the more significant deve lopments in the fo od s e rvice 
industry in the last three decade s have been t he growth in franchised 
fast food outlets, the scope of inst itutional or "contrac t" feeding 
and the role of the specialty restaurant . The earlier introduction of 
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comput e rs in the first two sectors of the industry are casing the ir 
present implementation in the third s ector . The fast food cha ins 
pione red the developm nt of da ta communication networks because of a 
need to transmit key ope rating statistics from ma ny thousa nds of unit s 
across the country back to their corporate offices . Th i s c ommuni c -
ation capability enabl e s the immedia te identif ication of problems a nd 
the initiation of corrective action . 
The employment of mass-produc tion techniques in large, cen r a l-
ized commissaries has provided such economies of scal e to the large r 
contract feeding organizat i ons that they have been enco uraged to 
invest heavily in computers to process the volume of data involved in 
menu planning, purc has ing, inv e ntor ies and production scheduling. All 
of these applications have a ce rtain relevence, on a smaller sc a l e , 
to the specialty rest a urants. 
The feasibility of using computers in t a bl e s ervice r estaurants 
has been dependent on a number of condit ions which have only recently 
been fufilled. Following the lead of the fast food operations, table 
service restaurants have begun to develop a large r economic base by 
expansion through joint-venture and franchise activities. This devel -
opment has provided the funds, and often the need, to allow favourable 
considera tion to be given to investme nt in comput e r services or equip-
ment. 
The typical starting point is a decision to upgrade existing 
cash register equipment to enable sales da ta to be captured on mag-
netic media for subseque nt processing at an inde pendent data centre . 
As volumes increase, considerat ion is given to installing a computer 
at the corporate office a nd a utoma tically receiving restaurant data by 
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t elephone line, for centraliz d processing and transfer back to the 
units . At this level of developm nt, the table service chai n has 
completed an implem nt.qtion pat ern which is now well established in 
the fast food industry. It is important to note, however, that recent 
developments in computer technology and the potential for additional 
computer applications have provided table-service restaurants with an 
alternative implementation plan . The established minicomputer manu -
facturers have recently introduced microprocessor-based systems at a 
cost which can justify the installation of a computer at each restau-
rant site , subject to the following general qualifications: 
a) The company is decentralized, in the sense that the restau-
rant installations substitute for a centralized compu er 
facility . 
b) The syst em is us ed to perform a t l east the point-of-sale 
and the accounting functions and , preferably, the seat 
assignment function. 
The rationale supporting the on-si te installation of a restaur-
ant computer system can be summarized as follows : 
1. A point-of-sale (POS) system, rega rdless of its level of 
sophistication, represents an unavoidabl e expenditure for 
-
on-sit e equipment . 
2. The use of a computer facility in any mode (excluding 
automatic polling and the transfer of manually recorded 
data) requires the on- site installation of a computer 
input/output device, such as a teleprinte r. 
3. If the point-of-sale processor already functions as a 
general-purpose processing unit, or can be upgraded to this 
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1 vel, th addition of a da a stornge device will provid 
an integrated computer system , capable of handling both the 
poin t-of-sale anrl th data proc ssing applications . 
The al rnative approaches in the definition of 
specific equipment r ela t e to the relative cost benefits of 
extending th e capabilities of ( a) a conventional POS 
syst em--to provid e a gene r al data processing capability, or 
(b) a smal l business computer sys t em--to provide a point-
of- sale capa bili ty (by the a ddition of modu ar POS devices 
s uch as orde r entry keyboards, d isplays and chec k/requisit -
ion print e rs) . 
To assi st the r eader in his und e rsta nding of the operations described 
in t he following s ections, it should be noted that the discussion is 
bas ed on the approach take n in (b) above . 
its are described in Cha pter Six . 
The associated cost/benef-
The differ e nce s in cost for a single resta ura nt operation, 
compared to a chain ope r a tion, r elate to the latter's ability to t ake 
advantage o f volume discounts on the equipment and to allocate the 
initial cost of soft wa re over a large r number of installa tions. As 
the suppliers become more established in the market, however, they 
will tend to reduce software cha rges as costs are progressively cove r-
ed by their original customers . As this trend develops, a n increasing 
potent ia l is provided for even single-restauran t ope r a tors to enjoy 
the benefits describe d in the following sections. 
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Introduction 
. CHAPTER TI·JO 
POI T-OF-SALE APPLICATiONS 
Point-of-Sale Systems 
From the time of the ir invention in 1885 , cash r egiste r func -
tions change d little until the 1960 's, whe n the technol ogy which 
produced the pocke t calc ul<l to_r (i. e ., large scal e int eg rated circuit-
ry) wa s applied to conv e ntional re~ is t ers to produce the first elec -
troni c cash regist e r (ECR) . The numbe r of manufacturers prolife r a t ed 
in step with the advances in technology, eac h a tt empting to establish 
a unique position in the ma rke t . 1any of the mor e ambitious pi onee rs 
have withdra wn from the market because of the formid able deve lopment 
costs and the earlier unwillingness of the r e t a il industry to fully 
accept the concept. 
The restaurant industry is beginning to take advantage of these 
pioneering efforts in the general retail and supermar ket industr ies . 
This developme nt has resul ted in an unprecede nted demand for r egister 
systems based on the new technology . 
The increasing sophistica tion of electronic cash r egisters is 
obscuring their earlier distinctions from fully integrated point- of -
sale s ystems . At the present time, terminals which a r e desi 0 ned 
primarily as self-conta ined, locally controlled device s ( although they 
may operate within a centrally b a s e d netwo rk) shoul d be classified as 
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electronic cash regist e r s . By contra st, syst ems whi c h are de pe nd e nt 
upon a single, physica lly-se pa r a t e d central processing unit s houl be 
classified as integrated po int-of-s a l e s ys ems . From t he use r's poin t 
of view both systems provid e (~n ord e r e ntry ke yboa r d , a d is pl a y a nd a 
r eceipt printer. In tabl e service restaura nt s , a gues t chec k pr in t e r 
is generally provid ed, and a n option 1 remo t e r equ i sit io n pri nte r may 
be located in the pr epa ration areas . Electronic ca sh r eg is t e rs t e nd 
to have these devices (with the obvious exception of the r emo te pr i nt-
er) housed in a single unit. Point-of-sale syst ems , on the othe r 
hand, a r e de signed in a modular form which allows each device to be 
locat ed in only those a r eas of the r es t aurant where its pa rticula r 
function is r equired. One of the i nherent benefits of this latte r 
de sign is the elimination of processor cost s at each termina l locat-
ion. A sample layout of an int eg r a t e d point-of-sale system is shown 
in Appendix A. 
Rather than providing a t echnica l desc ription of the equipment , 
the following sections describe the f ea tures of an integrated point-
of-sale system in terms of the benefits provided to the various us e rs 
of the system. 
Se r ver Benefits 
Order Entry 
The keyboard of mos t order- ent ry t erminal s consists of thre e 
types of key: preset, numeric and function. The preset keys identify 
each menu it em, a nd are usually grouped and colour- coded by product 
category to al low easy identification by t he server. By depress i ng a 
single pre s et key, the s erve r initiates the following actions: 
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a) The m nu item description is r ecalled from co~putc r memory 
a nd print ed on the r equisition . 
b) the menu item price is recall d and printed on t e requis-
it ion . 
If multipl e quantiti es of a singl menu are r quired , the quantity is 
enter ed prior to depressing the preset key . This causes the ~uantity 
to be a ut omatically extended by the price and printed on the requis-
it ion. 
An a lt e rna tive me thod of orde r- ntry i s kno1vn as "p rice look-
up" . This method r e quires us e o f t he nume ric keys only . A numeri c 
code is allocated to each me nu item a nd d isplayed at the server stat-
ion. The menu it em is ident i fied by indexing t he code r ather than a 
pr eset key. The price is r ecalled a nd extended by quantity prior to 
be ing printed. Although a descri ption may also be r ecalled and prin-
ted, it is more typi cal , using this me thod, to print the numeric code 
rather than a description. 
A special type of pr ese t key known a s an " open" ke y is usually 
provided. An ope n key a pplies to a produc t group, or "department", 
r a ther than to an individua l i tem and is gene r ally us ed for entering 
transfer sales from anothe r depa rtment, or non-standard menu items and 
prices. Sales in the s e c-ategorie s a r e r ecorded by nume ric en tr y of 
the price, followed by the appropriate "o pen" depa r tment key . 
Function keys, a s the name implies, a r e us ed to cont r ol the 
operation of the systeo. An example of a function key used dur ing 
~ 
order-entry is the "void" key. In the event that an incorrect menu 
--item has be en entered, the void key can be us ed in conjunction with 
the appropriate pre s et key to r everse the entry . Anot he r example of a 
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function key is the subtotal k y which is us d to calculate and disp-
lay a cumulative subtotal at the end of each reqllisicion . 11 details 
of the accounts for each tabl are held in computer memory un il the 
account is settled . 
Re-order 
If subsequen t orders re to be added to a customer's account , 
the account details can be recalled by keying a unique code combin-
ation of server, table and/or check number. This mandatory procedure 
ensures that : 
a) s erve rs can enter charges only to the tables to which they 
have been allocated and to the checks which have be en 
generated against their account , and 
b) previous balances a r e automatically maintained by system, 
thus avoiding one of the most common sources of error in a 
conventional syst em . 
When it becomes necessary to void or credit an item entered on a 
customer's pr evious order (due to the item being either unavailable or 
u acceptabl e when served to the customer), it is possible t o disting-
uish between a credit involving inventory usage and a credit involving 
cash only. Such credit functions must be accessible only to super-
visory personnel if the level of cash control, to be discussed later, 
is to be maintained . 
Operational Efficiencies 
The time involv ed in the order-entry/preparation cycle is 
significantly reduced by the use of requisition printers located in 
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the preparation areas of the r estaurant . These printers produce a 
duplicate copy of a n orde r as it is being entered in another section 
of the restaura nt. The server be nefits from not having to physically 
transfer the requisition to 'the prepara tion area , or even to assume 
respons i bility for the transfe r being delayed or forgo ten . The 
server can also be advised of any t em porary unavailability of a menu 
item by an error tone and appropriate message on the t erminal displ y . 
Such input would be entere d by the floor manager based on advice from 
the ki tchen. 
The more advanced systems a r e capable of handl ing customer r eq-
uests which cannot be determined at the time of initiating an account . 
Two common requests are r efe rred to as "chaining " and "s plitting" . 
Chaining refers to the transfer of a single acco unt from one table to 
another, either within a department or from one depa rtment to a not he r 
(e.g., lounge to dining room ). Complete detail s of the chained ace-
ount are assigned to the new table for sub seque nt s e ttl emen t. 
Splitting an account provides the ability to maintain multipl e 
accounts at a single table. It also allows new guests to join an 
existing table and to be charged on separate accounts. 
Settlemen t 
When an account is to be totalled for prese ntation to the 
customer, the POS system automatically performs the fol lowing ca l cu-
lations: 
a) the account is subtotall ed by depressing the appr opria e 
function key, 
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b) v a rious d isco un ts can be ca l c ula t e d by selec t ion of oth r 
function ke ys--to accoun for sa l es to e mp loyees a nd s pec-
ial gues t s , 
c) sal e s t ax i s compu~ ed , eith e r selectiv~ly o r o n all items , 
and 
d) the tot a l amo unt paya ble is ca l cul a t e d and pr i nt e d. 
After presenting the check a nd receiving pa ym e nt, the s e r ve r c lo ses 
the account by inserting the gue st chec k in the s lip prin t e r and 
depressing a key indica ting t he appropriate me thod of pa yme nt (e.g., 
cash, certificate, credit card type, or nil paym e nt). The l at t e r c a n 
be further defined as a promotiona l meal or a "walkout" (i.e., a pa r t y 
that left without paying). The ability to input such det a i l a t the 
time of settlement provides considerable time saving in subse que nt 
cash reconciliation. Whenever a split account is maintained, a sep-· 
arate check will be generated for each sub-account. Any combina tion 
of tender can be accepted and separate receipts can be generate d. A 
variation of this feature enables progressive settlement of a single 
account with various methods of payment. 
Training 
In concluding this section on POS benefits to the server, som e 
comments should be directed to training benefits. Most systems pro-
vide a prompting feature, such as illuminated buttons or a single word 
on the display, which directs the server to the next operational step. 
Some systems can be switched into training mode during normal operat-
ion without invalidating stored transactions and totals. The most 
immediate advantage to the new server is the fact that prices do n o t 
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have to be memoriz d and that incorrect ope ration of the equipment is 
easily identified. Servers are able to correct thei r own mistakes by 
referring to the explicit error messages displ yed on the order entry 
screen. 
Benefits to Preparation Staff 
The more advanc ed POS systems includ e remote printers , located 
in the preparation areas . These printers produce a copy of the req-
uisition entered at the server station. The most obvious advantage is 
the elimination of time and effort involved in physically transferring 
the requisition and the occasional problem of forgetting to make the 
transfer. It also ensures that the preparation staff have immediat e 
control over all orders as they are entered. The requi sitions are 
much easier to read because (a) they are machine printed, (b) common 
items are accumulated and simil a r items are grouped, (c) menu item 
descriptions, preparation instructions and printing format are stand-
ardized. Verbal communication between prepa ration staff and servers 
is facilitated by clear identification on the requisition of the 
s rver's name, table number and the time of order-entry. 
If an order needs to be modified during the preparation cycle, 
the new requisition references the number of the order to be replaced 
and highlights the items which have been modified. 
Customer Benefits 
The primary benefit to the customer is confidence in the accur-
acy of the calculations--which include prices, previous balances , 
extensions, discounts, taxes, totals and change. The legibility of a 
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machine printed ch ck, with common it ms accumula e d and similar items 
grouped, creates further goodwill with the customer . 
Customer service is improved by the reduction of queues at the 
r egisters , due to the more ·rapid order- entry and check settlement 
procedures . The customer is also less likely to be aware of th e 
pr esence of the low-profile, low-nois e terminals which miniaturized 
electronics have made possible; it has now become practical to place 
terminals in the serving areas, so that servers may remain within 
sight of their customers at all times. 
Management Benefits 
Sales Improvements 
An improvement in sal e s can b e achieved through increases in 
(a) average check, (b) seat turnover, and (c) the proportion of high 
profit items sold. 
The more advanced POS syst ems can store far more detail by 
server than simply the cash totals f o r which they are r esponsible . 
Totals can be automatically divid e d by the numbe r of meals served to 
a low on- the- floor monitoring of average check by server . As the 
system is also used to rec o rd on/off times , accumulated ma n-hour s can 
be automatically divided by meal s served, to analyze server productiv-
ity . Sales of the higher-profit menu items can be calculated as a 
percenta ge of the total sales by server, allowing corrective action to 
be take n by the floor manag e r whe n reasonab le standards a r e not being 
achieved . 
As a further ince ntive to the staff , "competitions" can be 
conducted over several wee ks based on an automatic accumulation of 
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performance indicators such as productivity levels and sales of high-
profit items. 
The system can increase seat turnov er by improving server 
efficienc y through the use of·remote requisitions at the time of ord r 
entry and automati c calculations for fast r check settlement . 
Cash Control 
The first l evel of cash control is provided by the machine-
printed guest check; it is non-erasa ble and automa ically priced, 
totalled, discounted and taxed . Every transaction , including voids 
and discounts, is recorded against a check number and stored in memory 
until the account is settled. Custome rs also provide an informal 
auditing function when they verify the contents of the transaction 
displ ay which is provided on most of the terminals used in a cashier 
environment. Prot ec tion against the deliberate or accidental loss of 
guest checks is provided by r eference to the system-generat ed account 
number, which may be used to recall all account details prior to 
settlemen t. 
To protect servers against other employees entering items on 
their account (for which they assume liability for collection) each 
employee can be assigned a- secret code number and may even b e alloc-
ated specific table numbers at the beginning of each shift. 
Upon settlement, all transaction details are transf e rred from 
computer memory to the mass storage device for subsequent auditing. 
In the majority of POS syst ems , all of the totals required for the 
server's cash reconciliation are retained in memory and provide a 
complete balance between product revenue, server sales and serv e r 
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deposits. Void s and di sco unts are r e port ed by type and totalled by 
volume and value. Thi s summa rized and balanced da a facilitates 
preparation of th daily cash r e port and provides a level of secu r i Y 
that should satisfy on-sit e o·pe r ato rs and a bsentee owners alike . 
Inventory Control 
Perhaps the most significant of the rece nt POS developments is 
the ability to express each menu item sold in t e rms of the total quan-
tity of each major ingredien t which the menu item contained . Th is 
"explosion" of the menu items sold provides a "potential" us age by 
major ingredient, which can then be matched against actual usage to 
identify variances caused by variable portioning, excess waste or 
pilferage. 
Actual usage is computed by the system, based on management 
input of physical counts, purchases, transfers and wast e . Variances 
are reported by quantity to allow for corrective action, and then 
extended by standard costs for input to the accounting records. 
Purchasing requirements are also more accurately determined 
w en they are based on the daily and cumulative sales mix reports 
produced by the POS system. A more accurate estimate of requirements 
assists in reducing stock outs, spoilage and holding costs. 
The control of liquor inventory has its own unique problems . 
With the recent advent of electronic dispensing systems, howeve r, a 
new standard of control has been introduced. The additional control 
features provided by these systems are discussed in a later section. 
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Labour Control 
The che c k printe r i n the mor e a dv anced POS sys ems can b used 
to record on/off t i me s on employee t i me cards . The sys em can cal-
culate the hours worke d, extend th m by specific wage rates ~nd prin 
a daily labour cost r e port. La bo ur cos ts a nd sal s fo r specific 
time period are ofte n matc he d and r e por ted as pr oductivity ra ' ios . 
Employee hours are acc umulated for the pa y pe r i od, and used as direc 
input for pa yroll pre pa r a tion. 
Labour scheduling ca n be improv ed by the use of a r epo r t au o-
matically generated by the syst em, showi ng the volum e of customer 
transactions and gro s s sales for each hour within eac h s hi ft . Th is 
concept can be extended on a comput e r-bas ed sy s t em to prov i de a da i l y 
correlation between the on/off time s entered by the service s ta f f and 
the opening and closing times which are automat ically r ecorde d on each 
guest check. By recording additional informa tion suc h as we a t he r 
conditions and day of the week on each report, valuable historical 
data can be developed for subsequent labour scheduling. 
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Table Status Sys ms 
Introduction 
Ta ble status or seat assignment systems are a recent innovation 
in the rest a ura nt industry. 
Self- contained , o r "stand-alone " table status systems are based 
on a mas t e r panel at the hostess stat i on which displays the floor plan 
of t he restaura nt, with t a bles identified by d isplay lights. These 
lights can be illuminated by the bussing staff from a r emote station 
to indica te table availablity to the host es s. 
Integrated table status syst ems are bas e d on a video display 
screen at the hostess sta tion which can b e used for more comp r ehensive 
information on the table status than is available in the stand-alone 
system. Integration with the POS system enables the a utomatic trans-
fer of scheduling information, such as the time at which each check is 
opene d and closed. The hostess us e s the system to record the names of 
waiting patrons. A schedule of their movement through the r estaur ant 
is maintained for immediate recall. The following sect ions describe 
the benefits provided by an integrated table status syst em . 
Staff Benefits 
The seat assignment function is designed to distribut e the flow 
of guests evenly across all sections of the r es t a urant. Service staff 
are relieved of the load often placed upon them in a conventional 
operation when an inexperienced hostess fills their section with new 
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guests rathe r than distribu ting them among all s c ions with availabl~ 
tabl es . 
Becaus e of the improved flow of custom rs through the res ur-
ant, the kitchen staff be nef·it from a more r egul r dis ribution of 
pr eparation effort. The hostess also becomes more eff ctive because 
she no long e r has to walk through the r estaurant in order to de et~ine 
the status of each table. 
Custome r Benefits 
On arrival at the r es taurant, customers can be given a r eliable 
estimate of the time at wh ich they will be seated in the dining ro om . 
Although customers can e nj oy this benefit at r estaurants whi ch acce pt 
reservations (on tho se occasions when the preceding turn is slowe r 
than expected), the greatest advantag es are experienced in restaurants 
with a no-reservation policy. In these situations customers waiting 
in line can be scheduled for specific t a bles in the holding loung e and 
the dining room. Re-scheduling can be performed automatically when-
ever actual durations vary from predetermined averages by a specified 
p rcentage. Customers can then be advised of any significant changes 
in estimated waiting time. 
Customers in the holding loung e can be given advance notice of 
the availability of their dining room table, based on check settl emen t 
by the previous party. Such notice allows them the choice of leisur e-
ly finishing a drink or settling their lounge check before moving to 
the dining room. 
Requests for specific tables or special table arrangements can 
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be more r eadily accommodated b cause the hos ess has immediate access 
to expected availability tim s on all tables . 
In a conv ntion 1 operation, the hostess of en relies on her 
estimate of th time required for tables to be buss d, which occas-
ionally results in customers being shown to unbuss d tables . In 
an integrated system th person responsible for bussing the table 
provides the input wh ich confirms the table availability. 
Management Benefits 
The prima ry b e nefi t of a table status system is its effective-
ness in increasing s a l es . Tables are turned faster because the system 
reduces the normal time interval be tween the tabl e being vacated by 
one pa rty and occupied by another. An improvement in seat turns is 
also expe ri e nced because the syst em more effectively matches party 
size to table capacity. 
The initial effe ct of this improvement is expe r ienced by the 
customer at his first point of contact with the restaurant, which is 
more commonly becoming the waiting line. If the customer can be given 
a reliable estimate of waiting time, the benefits are two-fold ; it 
reduces the possibility of (a) his deciding not to wait because the 
hostess has over-estimated-the waiting time, and (b) his not returning 
to the restaurant again becaus e the hostess under-estimated t he wait-
ing time. 
As a by-product of using a c omput e r to perform this scheduling 
task, management can be provided with summarized statistics which 
include turnover by seat, table and server, a v erage dura tion by party 
size, table occupancy ratio, server r espons e time and hostess seating 
efficiency. 
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Although the sys em is primarily jus ifi d on sales improve-
ment, cost savings c n b expected from reduc ion in th hostess 
staffing level because the ho stess n ed not visually confirm h 
tables are ready for s ating . · 
( 
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Liquor'Di s pensing Syst ms 
Introduction 
Automatic liquor di spensing systems evolved from the same 
technology wh ich created the electronic cash r egiste r. Their gener 1 
introduction lagged by several years, howeve r, because o f the amount 
of specialized equipme nt required to remot e ly store the liquor and 
transfer it to the dispensing station. 
There are two basic systems to be di s tinguished . Integrated 
systems are so named because the use of an electronic cash regist e r is 
integral to the ir operation; the only means by which drinks can be 
dispensed is by depression of the appropriate ke y on the ECR. Glasses 
must be placed under a single pouring head from which the drinks for a 
particular order are dispensed. The system has the capability of 
dispensing all of the items in the liquor inventory, and comb ini ng 
them according to pre-programmed coc ktail recipes. 
The stand-alone systems utilize flex-hoses or touch-faucet 
consoles to dispense a maximum of twelve brands of liquor and up to 
three cocktails based on these brands. Although these systems can be 
interfaced to electronic cash registers to enable a drink to be auto-
matically registered as it is poured, such interfaces are generally 
not implemented because of the difficulty in operating a pre-check 
system with a partially automated liquor system. 
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The benefit s desc r i bed i n t h f ollowing sections a r e based on 
the use of integra t ed s ys t ems whi c h a r e th only sys ems that can be 
regarded as comput er-drive n dev ic s . 
Management Bene fits 
Labour Control 
The improveme nt in staff produc t i vity r esulting f r om the inst-
allation of an automated liquor syst em is expe rie nced in a va r ie t y of 
areas. Drink dispensing spe eds are increased signifi cantly, wi t h the 
degree of improvement varying according to the type of sys t em empl-
oyed. The number of pouring stations in multi-station l ounges can 
therefore be reduced, with a consequent reduction in the numbe r o f 
bartenders required. In single station ope rations, the numbe r o f 
extra staff required for peak voltnne periods can also be reduced . 
Subsidiary benefits are also incurred. Firstly, some relief is pro-
vided in the increasingly difficult search for experienced , non-
transitory bartenders. The required skill level, and the refore cost 
of those hired for an automated bar is generally less that that req-
u · red in a conventional lounge. It follows that staff worki ng in 
other departments who are transferred to the lounge are more easily 
trained for their new duties. In larger operations the faster pr e pa r-
ation of drinks means less waiting time for cocktail waitresses, with 
a consequent saving in either the number of waitresses sche duled or 
the average hours worked by each waitress. 
The back office staff also save time whenever inventories are 
to be restocked or counted because all product is stored and dispensed 
directly from a single stock room. 
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Sales Control 
Sales volum e is increased and customers experience f s r 
service because of the r eduction in server-dependent w i ing time and 
the increase in seat turnov er. The d sign of the equipr.~ent ensures 
that all sales are recorded before any liquor is dispensed and th t 
adequate detail is stored to allow subsequent analysis of sales by 
server and sales by beverage category. 
Cash Control 
A cash bar operation is more vulnerable to petty theft than any 
other area of the restaurant . Bartenders us e "under-rings" to record 
a lower sale, having accepted the correc t amount from the custome r and 
kept the difference. Conversely, a sale may be overcharged by record-
ing a higher price or extra items on the customer's copy of the bill . 
The overpayment is collected, the correct amount is regi stered and, 
again, the difference is kept by the server . The most blatant abuse 
is, of course, the collection of exac t cash for drinks which are 
dispensed but never recorded. 
None of these techniques can be successfully employed with the 
computer-controlled dispensing systems now available. All drinks are 
automatically priced, mixes and dispensed by depression of the appro-
pria te register key. Recorded sales therefore balance with actual 
sales which, in turn, balance with receipts, because servers are 
required to submit exactly the amount which the system has accumulated 
on their account. In those operations which employ multi -pricing 
levels for happy hour or entertainment periods, adherence to the 
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appropriate price level is e nfo r ced because all prices ar preset and 
the switching of th system from one pric sch dule to an0 her is 
und e r management control . 
Inv e ntory Control 
The most significan t benefit prov ided by liquor dispensing 
equipmen t is the ability to measure and dispense an exact portion 
size . Bartende rs a r e the r e fore prevented from overpouring to ingrat-
iate the customer in the hope of hig he r tips , or from und e rpouri ng for 
"pick-ups" (i.e., if the standard shot size is one oun ce , three full 
shots represe nt the s ame produc t us age as four 3/4 ounce shots . The 
bartender is able to retain the r evenue fr om the fourth shot without 
changing the percentage cost to s ales , whi c h is typically the method 
by which their pe rformance is measured. In tho se ope rat ions whe re the 
portion size is varied during happ y hour or entertainment periods, a 
revised set of drink recipes can be invoked on the dispensing system, 
under management control . 
The traditional methods of buying and storing liquor can also 
b revised in favour of reducing product cost . Under a manual system, 
liquor is typically bought in 25 ounce bottles because licensing r eg-
ulations state that liquor· must be dispensed from the bottle in which 
it was purchased . An automated system a llows liquor to be purchased 
and dispensed from half gallon bottles with consequen t savings in 
product cost . As all bottles are rack-mount e d in a n inverted position 
the average half ounce per bottle which is normally lost, by replacing 
less than fully-drained bottles, is eliminated . As no bottl es are 
handled at the dispensing station, the cost of spills and breakage is 
also virtually eliminated . 
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The opportunities for product .theft in a conventional bar are 
well documented; they include direct removal, stock dilution and the 
sale of private product. An automated syst m will eliminate th se 
opportunities at the dispenstng station and localize them to the stock 
room, which can be more readily kept under strict management control. 
Holding costs are also minimized by stocking inventory at a single 
location rather than maintaining a separate inventory for each bar. 
Customer Benefit 
A noticeable improvement in customer goodwill is experienced 
because of faster service, the consistent quantity and quality of the 
beverages served and their confidence in the accuracy of amounts 
cha r ged . 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER THREF. 
MANAGEt1E T ACCOU TI G APPLICATIO ~S 
Food Cost Control 
Food cost control can be divide d into two primary functions: 
(a) the standard accounting function which is concerned with the value 
of me rchandise at v a rious points in the cost cycle, and (b) the man-
agement control function which deals with the components of the 
merchandise value in greater detail. The basic accounting functi on 
has been fulfilled once the value of the raw materials and finished 
goods has been established . If the relationship between cost and 
sales is unsatisfactory, however, the control function is r equired to 
identify the underlying problems. In a commercial kitchen, such 
probl ems include spoilage, wastage, shrinkage, pilferage , yields , 
po rtioning, specifications, price variances and collusion. 
All of these problems can be controlled under a manual system, 
but the cost of enforcing such control on a continuous basis is 
usually higher than the resulting bene fits. The following section 
describes the application of a computer-based system in achieving 
these benefits at a realistic cost. 
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Menu Planning 
The menu is th starting point in planning a r s aurant op ra-
tion. To ensure successful implement tion, it must address the exp-
ectations and constraints imposed by the arget marke , he production 
facilities of the restaurant and the profit goal set by managemen . 
The us e of computers in researching potential markets for tas e 
prefere nces , eating patterns and the supply of prime ingredients is 
beyo nd the scope of this report. This section wi 11 focus on he 
financial aspec ts of menu planning and, in particular, the benefits to 
be gained by the us e of compute r s in this application. 
Computers have made the "pre-cost , pr e- con trol" food and bever-
age system a practical consideration for operations much smaller than 
those for which it was originally des igned . At the lower end of the 
scale, the procedure s can be implemented on programmable calculators 
and expanded to time sharing or on-site minicomputers as higher vol-
umes or the need for greater flexibility are experienced. 
At the point of computer application, it is assumed that the 
market and production constraints have been fully considered and that 
a draft menu has been prepared. This implies that r eci pes have been 
prepared for all menu items and approximate costs have been establish-
ed. Computer usage is introduced at this stage to more effectively 
process the large number of revisions involved in produc ing a final 
menu. 
A code structure must be develope d to cover all r aw ing r edients 
and the products which management intends to semi-process for subseq -
uent use in a final product. The reci pes themselves must then be 
coded, with the semi-processed items or "subassemblies" acquiring a 
cross-referenced ingredient code . 
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Da ta input fo rmats a r prepared for th r ecording of ev ry 
releva nt ingredie nt detail . Th r ee lev ls of units must be spccifi d: 
(1) the orde r un i t i n wh ich t h product is normally purchased, (2) the 
inve ntory unit in whi c h t he it m is counted , and (3) the recipe unit 
in wh i ch the item is pre pa r ed. The f ctors required to convert one 
unit to anothe r mu s t also be calc ulated and recorded . The current 
orde r unit price mus t the n be ap pl ied. The compute r can be used to 
edit this data for a ny duplica tions or inconsistencies and then print 
a stoc kbook, in inv entory code s eque nce , wh ic h d is pla ys th origin 1 
input data, together with inv entory and r ec ipe unit pr ices , base on 
the conversion factor s provid ed. 
The next st e p involv es the ma t chi ng of r ec ipe codes with inven-
tory codes, which, in this cont ext, are refe rr ed to as ing r edient 
codes. The ingredient input format also spec ifies the quanti t y 
required for the recipe and a code de fining the un i t in wh ic h t his 
quantity is specified. 
The system has now been supplied with all of the info rma t ion 
required to pre-cost the recipes. The labour costs i nvolv ed in f ood 
preparation are only accounted for at the planning stag e if sign i fi -
cant variations exist in the preparation time of the various r ecipes . 
The report specifications -for the casted recipe s should inc lude t he 
proposed selling price, and the gross profit and cost as a pe r cent of 
sales. Alternatively, a standard cost percentag e can be provided f o r 
calculating a rough selling price whi ch can then be refined f or ma r ke t 
acceptance. 
In order to establish a weighted estimate of the sale s, cost 
and gross profit which will be gene r a ted by this draft menu, it is 
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necessary to apply a projec t ed sales mix fac or to each menu i em , 
which should r e fl ect it s r la ive popularity . Th computer will 
ext e nd the individua l se ll i ng pr ices , g r oss profi sand cos s by thes 
factors to dete rmin ed the same val ues for th comple e menu . 
Management mu s t now decide wh ich ad justments , if any , should be 
mad e to provid a mor e acce pt a ble f ood cost pe r cen tag . The vari . bl s 
include portion size , ingr edi ent substitut ion, menu item substitution 
and selling price. Altho ugh thi s f unc tion r equires f ull m nagement 
involvement, the comput e r pla ys a significant r ole in s implifying 
the computation of the we ighted menu food cost eac h time a new se t of 
variables are to be tested. 
Purchasing 
A systematic approach to purchasing is probably the most impo r-
tant determinant of optimum food costs. A purchase control system 
must balance inventory holding costs against out- of-stock occurrences, 
low prices against acceptable product specifications and order quan-
tities against delivery lead times. 
In a typical manual system, all of these factors and t he ir 
interactions are established and refined by management over man y 
years. The system is ver~ dependent on key personnel for its ef fi e-
ient operation. A computer based system is designed to relieve this 
dependence on past experience by recording all relevant data and 
documenting all procedures. 
The purchasing cycle involves a determination of: (1) the items 
to be purchased, (2) the quantity (as a function of the delivery 
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interval), and (3) the supplier (based on price and produc t specifica-
tion). The computer can provide considerable assist nee at each step 
within this cycle. 
lngred ient pur chases c·an be calculated to a lev el of ccu r acy 
which exactly matches the projected sales by menu it em . As he com-
puter has been provid ed with details of all ingredie nt quantitie~ by 
menu item, the " explosion" of these quantities by projec ed sales 
presents the computer with a simple task whi ch , under manual methods, 
would be so labor io us as to be impractical. Typically, only key 
ingred ient purc hases are calculated using this method, with all other 
ingredient quantities being bas ed on comparison against par stock 
levels. In either a manual or computer-based system, an adjustment 
must be made for stock on hand in excess of the minimum stock level . 
Such adjustments can be made more accurately within a c omputer system 
because the book invent ory is always current. 
Having established the items a nd quan tities to be orde r ed, a 
supplier must be chosen based on price , quality and delivery time . 
Excluding items purchased on contract, which a r e subject to different 
co trols, the food manager should have acces s t o the price lists of at 
least three prima ry suppliers. Although r egional data banks contain-
ing such information are not yet established for public access, the 
larger restaurant chains are experimenting with internal sy stems 
designed to provide acce ss to this facility via a computer terminal at 
each restaurant location. 
A significant feature of computer-based syst ems is the immedi-
ate input of the quantity and price of every invoice item. These 
entries are used to update invento ry records and to report on all 
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price increases abov e a prede t ermine d pe r centage . The food manager is 
thus given the earliest pos si bl e warn ing of th need for corrective 
action. To assess the effec t of an increase in commonly used ingre-
dient, he may decid e to run an Ing r e d ient Occurr nee Repor which 
would advise him of the menu it ems aff ec ted. 
As the volume and magni t ud e of price inc r eases accumulate~ a 
periodic decision will be made to rec ost the en tire menu, r esulting in 
an increase in the price of certain items and the replacement of 
others. 
By relieving management of the t edious calculations involv ed in 
the conventional purchasing function, a computer-based syst em allows 
managers to devote more of their time to true management funct ions . 
Inventory 
The restaurant inventory application involves three functions: 
receiving, storing and issuing. Standard receiving procedur es requir e 
that all products are inspected at the time of d e livery. Quality is 
checked to ensure that it conforms to specifications and quantity is 
che c ked to ensure that the amounts ordered, delivered and invoiced a re 
consistent. These are essentially manual function. Once the goods 
are physically received, however, a computerized approach to the 
recording of receipts and issues will ensure that the records are 
always current and accurate. 
Issues from stores will be determined by the explosion of proj-
ected sales and confirmed by regular physical counts. Key ingredients 
are usually counted daily, with the remaining items being counted 
weekly or monthly depending on their unit value and turnover ratio. 
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Based on the three unit lev ls which were es ablished for each 
inventory item during the menu planning phase, the computer c n 
provide a printed inventory sheet on which o record physic 1 counts . 
The advantages provid d by this appro ch are : ( 1) the assur nee ha 
all items in stock are listed, because th computer r port is b s d 
directly upon purcha se records, (2) the unit of count is standar iz d , 
and (3) the specified unit price relates to the stand rdized inven ory 
unit and is the most recent price paid for that item . 
When the counts have been r eco rded, the inventory would norm-
ally be extended and total led manually . However , the inventory sheet 
can be f ormatte d to include additional columns for the manual record-
ing of opening inventory, r eceipts and waste--from which the potenti 1 
qua ntity used can be cooputed. If this option is taken , it is more 
practica l to identify the count by inventory item code, input the code 
and count for each item, and allow the computer to calculate quantity 
usage and closing invento ry value by item. 
A final point should be made in regard to the ease of refe renc-
ing com puterized inv entory records . As a r esult of the computer's 
a ility to quickly r eo rg anize volumes of data, inventory records may 
be sorted to provide a direct refer ence to alphabetical listings by 
item, brand, manufacturer or supplie r. 
Food Preparati on 
The production ope ration involves four separate functions: 
recipe sizing, ingredient assembly, cooking, storage or serving. The 
computer offers time and cost- savings benefits in the sizing and 
assembly functions. 
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Recipe sizing is g n rally th responsibility of th more xp-
erienced and highly paid kitchen staff . In th ory , i involves he 
extension of every ingredient in a s and rd recipe by h par icul r 
multiple of the standard quantity whi ch h s been sch dul d for prod-
uction . Because of its tedious nature, it usu lly falls victim to 
short-cuts and gross approximations . Ingredient quantities are us~al­
ly base d on even multipl es of the standard yield quantities, and r 
then round ed to the neares t inventory un it level, with the excess 
produc t invaria bly finishing up in the "standard " recipe . Ingredient 
ass embly, even when the exact quantities have been specified, is oft n 
approxima ted for similar r easo ns. 
The be nefi ts which a computerized system provides, in addition 
to the exact sizing of each recipe , r elates to its ability to combine 
the quantities of all common ing r edien ts and provide a consolidated 
picking list. This list can also show the di s tribution of each ingre-
dient qua ntity by the recipe s in which it is to be used. 
Although such output encourages a greate r conformity to stan-
dards, the only means by which it can be ensured is to comple tely 
s parate the responsibility for sizing and assembly from the prepara-
tion function. Kitchen inventories are thus eliminated and the cooks 
have access only to the ex9c t quantities require d for the daily prod-
uction. Such procedures are appropriate only in the larger kitchens 
where the additional cost of control can be justif ied by large r 
potential savings. In these environments , computers can also be used, 
cost-effectively, to produce production and staffing schedules. 
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Cost Accounting 
Food cost accounting is inte rd penden t with a l l of th function 
describe d in the preceding sections . Co s accoun t ing an d cont r ol c n 
be perfo rm ed at three, succes~iv ly mo r d t a il d l ev ls , r f rr ed o 
as the pe r cen t age , pre-cost nd quantity app r o ches . At t he sioples 
and most common level, a pe rcent a ge sys t e m is em pl oye d o r el te costs 
to s ales . Although such systems usually provid e a na lysis by f ood 
category, they cannot take suffic ient a ccount of sales mix wi t hi n each 
category to enable identification of the it ems whi c h ar e causing 
unaccept a bl e variances . 
A standa rd, or pr e- cos t system , as desc ribed in the t~ nu Pl ann-
ing section provides a more effective control by identifying the 
actual differe nces bet wee n proj ected costs and actual cost s . The 
effect of sale s mix varia nc e s can be isolated by extending stand a rd 
portion costs by both pl a nned mix and ac tua l mix. Howe v e r , v a ri a nce s 
by key ingredie nt are still d if ficult to identify because the same 
ingredient is often used in a num be r of menu items . 
The most definitive approach is to us e s ales explosion to det-
ermine the potential usage of at least key ing r edients , which can then 
be compared with the actual quantities used, as determined by da ily 
inventory counts. This q_uantity approach eliminates the possibility 
of errors due to price variance s and f ocuses control on the cost of 
the inventory items which are most affected by pilferage, wa ste and 
over-portioning. 
Having reviewed the percentage , pre-cost and quantity appr-
oaches it can be seen that the price of improved control is increa sed 
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paperwork . To be effective, each approach reli es on frequent inven-
tory counts . The time inte rval between coun s can b ex ended in he 
large r operations where storeroom r e quisition s are enforc d, bee use 
the requisitions can b e used to approximate ac ual us ge, assuming 
that storeroom theft is negligible . 
As increased paperwor k has been identified as the major bar-rier 
to improved cost control, it becomes evident that the applic tion of 
computers will not only r educe the computational effo rt, but also 
improve the spee d with which reports are generated for managem nt 
action . 
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Labour Cos t Control 
Introduc tion 
La bour costs in the rest au r ant industry often run a close 
second to product cos ts. Unlike food and beverage costs , however , the 
level of expenditure is more discre tiona ry because of the r elatively 
wide range of s e rvice levels that can be provided to patrons . Even 
when the service level has been esta b lished , exte rnal variables such 
as the weather or competitive activity can cause excessive costs to be 
incurred. 
The operatio nal efficiencies provided by a point-of-sale system 
were described in an earlier chapter. Such benefits only attain 
relevance, however, whe n the dema nd for service approaches the service 
level provided. The following pages describe the application of a 
computer in helping to achieve such a balance . 
Labour Scheduling 
The traditional me thod of analyzing labour costs and projecting 
require ments is based on the calculation of labour costs as a percent-
age of sales. Although useful, it is limited in that it shows only 
the relationship between labour costs and sales, which can vary for 
reasons unrelated to productivity. Revenue is not necessarily a 
constant indicator of volume, because menu price increments will hav e 
the effect of increasing it. Similarly, labour costs are not a const -
ant measure of the labour resources employed because wage increases , 
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the inclusion of sick and/or vaca tion pay , or he payment of overtime 
premiums a lso have the ffect of incr asing hem. 
Perc e ntage costs are typically calculated ove r a w ek or 
month, wi th the r esult that .da ily di sc r epancies from standard oft n 
balance out. However , the days on wh ich varia nces are either too high 
or too low should be id entified; pr efe r a bly, as the problem develops 
so that corrective action can be t aken . It should also be noted that 
even low percentages a r e not necessarily desi rable , since they may 
indica te that there were not enough employees on hand to provide th e 
appropriate service and to minimize l ost sales opportunities . 
An additional problem with the percentage approach is the 
inability to provide a compa r ison between ope r ations wh ich offer a 
similar menu, but di ffer in thei r use of conve nience foods, their 
layout and cooking facilities, or in the level of services provided . 
To increase their us ef ulness , percentages can be calculated for 
the major l abo ur categories. A typical breakdown may include admin-
istration, dining room service, lounge service, ba r and kitchen. The 
costs for each category can be calculated as a pe r centage of sales or 
as a percentage of the total labour cost. The analysis can be further 
refined by splitting the categories into job positions, but at this 
point, the cost of these calculations, in a manual syst em , tends to 
outweigh the benefit s to be gained. 
A prefe rred alternative is to define a number of produc tivi ty 
ratios and determine their usefulness in a particular operatio n. A 
selection of the following ratios could be used for this purpos e . 
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By Employ~e Category: 
Sales per man hour 
Sales per labour della r 
Manhour s per meal 
Manhours per seat 
Labour dollars p r man hour 
Labour dollars per meal 
Labour dollars per seat 
By S rvice D partm n 
S lr>s per m •nl 
Sales p r s 
Meals p r sea 
For a single operation, the usefulness of these rat ios would have to 
be validated over a considerably l onger period than in a chain op r-
ation where the input from a large numbe r of units could be provid d 
in a single time period. 
The benefit of computer processi ng in the latter situation is 
readily apparent. A brief descripti on of a labour analysis project 
conducted by a locally-based restaurant chain will illustrate the 
potential for computer application in this area . 
The company operates a chain of 36 table s e rvice restaurants 
throughout Canada and the United States. Variable labou r costs a r e 
onitored against an historically established standard, measured in 
cents per meal. Because of the differing labour markets in which the 
company operates, these s_tandards were being continually challenged 
particularly at the restaurant level. Consequently, a decision was 
made to re-evaluate performance measurem ents and to establish how they 
could be more effectively incorporated into the compa ny's profit 
planning activities. 
A representative sample of twenty rest aurants were issued with 
data sheets onto which selected details from two months' operations 
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were record ed . The data r equi r ed for the analysis was defined as 
follows: 
1. Numbe r of seats in the dining r oom and th loung . 
2. Average wag r ate by employe category . 
3. Daily meal volume . 
4. Daily sales of food , wine and liquor . 
5. Daily manhours by employee category . 
The initial proj ect evaluated the us ef ul ness of a simple ratio analys-
is. A series of pr od uctivity r a tios were identifi e d and from these 
the following we r e selec ted: 
1. Se rvice department man hours pe r 100 meals. 
2. Kitchen depa rtmen t manhours per 100 meals . 
3. Lounge departmen t sales pe r manho ur . 
4. Total sales per manhour. 
An examination of the resu lt s showe d a n unacce pt a bl e variance betwee n 
restaurants in the ratios computed for comparable meal volumes. 
Therefore, it was decided to proceed with a statistical analysis of 
the data . 
An examination of the data, using the Statistical Package for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS), showed a strong variance by day of the 
week . The data was therefore subdivided into three daytypes (t!onday -
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Sunday) and a series of multiple r eg r-
essions were performed for each employee category a nd daytype combin-
at ion. The model used for the kitchen and service staff t ook the 
form: 
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Y=a + + + 2 + 3 0 a 1z a 2x a 3x a 4x 
wh e re y = dep ndent v ri ble 
daily m nhours by labour c tegory 
z = numb r of sea s in he dining room 
x = daily me 1 volume 
regression coefficien s 
The following model was used for the lounge staff : 
y = a
0 
+ a 1z + a 2x 
whe re y = dependent variab le 
daily manhours by labour catego ry 
z = number of seats in the lounge 
X daily liquor sales in dollars 
regression coefficients 
The factors yielded by the regression analysis were used to compile 
standard labour tabl es designed to be used as a scheduling tool at the 
restaurant level. These were formatted as a s eries of reference 
tables which showed for each of the three daytypes: 
1. Service and kitchen manhours by employee category for meal 
volumes in the range 101 to 500, in increments of 20 . 
2. Lounge manhour? by employee category for liquor sales in 
the range of $1-2,000 in increments of $100. 
The above manhours were then extended by average wage rates for each 
employee category to produce the same set of tables showing costs 
rather than manhours. These standards tables are used in compiling 
weekly labour schedules and labour vari nee reports. 
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In order to eliminate t he tim invo ved in ref r ncing the 
standards table , a computer model was dev lop d . This progr m re-
quired the input of the proj ected daily meal volume and liquor check, 
and produc ed a r e port pr ovidi.ng a d ily bre kdown , for one month, of 
st a ndard hours and costs by employee category--with departm nt to ls 
and the daily t otal split into their variable and fixed components · 
The proj ec t e d manhour s can be transfe rr d directly to the weekly 
labour schedule. The mod el provides a mor e accurate estimate than the 
standards table because the hours and costs a r e applied as stat d , 
rather than being interpret e d as the mid-point of a r ange, and the 
fixed component is based on the actual s eat ing capacity for each 
restaurant. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
FI A CIAL ACCQU, TI'G APPLICATIO S 
Introducti on 
The basic accounting functions are the traditional en ry point 
for the application of computers in a business environment . A multi-
tude of packaged programs a r e available for accounts payable, accounts 
r eceiva ble, payroll and general ledger. As these activities account 
for the majority of the clerical effort in r estaurants , substantial 
labour savings can be achieved by computerization. As the tr end 
continue s towa rds more general-purpose processors in the point-of-sale 
systems, the po s sibility of expanding these syst ems t o pr ocess the 
office functions becom es more prac tical. The fo llowing pages high-
light some of the potential benefits of this deve lopment. 
Ac counts Payable 
As in the manufacturing industry, the interac tion of accounts 
payable with the purchasing and inventory func tions follows the flow 
of a restaurant's product cyc le. The benefit s of computerizing these 
associated functions were described in an earlier section . The auto-
mation of the payables system is not only a na tural extension to these 
functions, but is a concept which is jus tified in its own righ t. A 
computerized payables system can automatically calculate discount 
amounts, discount dat e s and final payment dates, using t he invoice 
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date and the v e ndo r' s standa rd c r edit t rms . 
be elimi na t e d by a n a ut om a tic c h ck for dupli c 
of data e ntry. 
Duplica e p ymcnts can 
invoi ce a th time 
The ope r a t io n o f a standard costing syst m is simplifi ed bl!c-
ause the va ria nc e bet ween sta nd rd a nd purch se cost is uLoma tically 
calculated and post ed t o t he ap pr opriate va r ianc e accoun . An auto-
mated system can r e t a in hi s tor ical info rmatio n by vendor , such s 
pe rforma nce and pr ice tre nds , wh ich can be use d to optimize purchasing 
powe r. Audit reports can identify any invoi ces tha t a r e not cove r ed 
by purchase ord e rs an a ny pa yees who are not lis t ed on t he ve nd o r 
master file. All of the above be ne fits are an ext e nsion o f t he 
primary functions of recording invoice de tails and printing supp lie r s ' 
cheques and remittance advices. 
Accounts Receivable 
Since payment at the time of service is the general custom 
within the restaurant industry, the accounts receivable applica tion is 
limited to established credit card accounts and, in the case of cha in 
operations, inter- company accounts. The justification for automating 
this application is generally based on the desirability of implement-
ing a fully integrated s.ystem once the decision has been mad e to 
automate the other accounting functions. 
The restaurant industry is characterized by a high turnover of 
staff and a high percentage of casual employees. Special requiremen t s 
are imposed upon both employe es and employe rs regarding accounting for 
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gratuities and dis count e d meals . Because of the va r ied experi nee of 
employe es and the ir deg r ee of c ont ac t wi t h h public, managcm nt c n 
benefit by incorpora ting pe r so nne l in forma t ion such s job history and 
language skills in the basic p yroll r eco r ds . 
All of these sp c i a l r equirement s a r e bette r provided fo r in 
computerize d pa yroll s ys t em . Ev e n the s t andard benefi t of inputtlng 
only essential data, such a s emplo yee identifica t ion , hours work d an 
departmental distribu t ion, assumes grea t e r significance when dealing 
with a large number of casual staff. Th e c ompute r al so p r ovides 
output which includ e s labour distribution report s , pe ri od ic gove r nment 
reports, payroll reg i sters, cheques and payslips, and ban k r econcili -
ations of cashed che ques. Comput e r reports pe rmit pr es ent t i on of t he 
above information in a com pact, legible format. 
General Ledger 
Having described the relative b e nefits of aut oma ting t he 
restaurant's subsidiary ledgers, computer processing of the gene r a l 
ledger is a natural and efficient means of integrating the entire 
accounting function. The peak workloads caused by financial stat ement 
preparation are substantially reduced by techniques such as the a uto-
matic generation of recurr~ng entries. Restaurant managers are thu s 
able to make decisions on the basis of more current informa tion. If 
the operation uses a computer to calculate food, beverage and labour 
costs, an abbreviated income statement could be produc ed daily by 
using normal percentages or prorated values for subsidiary costs. The 
preparation of consolidated statements is simplified. Budget, yea r-
to-date and year-to-year comparisons are automa tically provide d, and 
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percentage calculations are complct d wi hou 
clerical effort. 
rror or addition. 1 
One of th more int e resti ng nh nc men s is the inpu of opcr-
ating statistics, such as ma·nhours by employ ca gory · h sys m 
can combine them with the financial information 
operating ratios for comparison against standards . 
will examine this proposal in greater d tail . 
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nd compu e key 
The n xt chap r 
<:":l!APTER FIVE 
FI A CIAL A ALYSIS APPLICATIO S 
Introduction 
The financial analysis of a firm is undertaken by managem ~ nt to 
allow a mor e comprehens ive evaluation of financial perform nee nd to 
ba rga in more effectivel y for external financing . The re ationship 
between various items, both within a financia l statement and from one 
statement to another, are compa red agains t past pe rformance and future 
goals. Unpublished financial information and non- accounting data are 
also used in a comprehensive analysis . Forecasting t echniques are 
employed for the prepara tion of budgets based on such analysis . 
All of thes e ac tiviti es are gradually being adopted at the 
small business level. They assume particula r significance in the 
restaurant industry, however, because of the industry's r elative high 
failure rate. One of the obvious barri e rs to a more general accept-
ance of financial analysis has been the volume of data manipulation 
required. The following pages provid e a summar y of the techniques 
involved and the compute r's contribution in ove r coming the data hand-
ling problem. 
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Profit Pla nning 
The pre paratio n of a profit plan is bas d on an an lysis of th 
historical sta t ements of income and expense . The profi pl n is a 
proj ec tion based on t he identifica ion of his oricnl 
asse ssme nt of the e f fec t of futur plans and even s . 
rends and n 
In the r estaura nt envi r onment, th primary issues ar ( ) meal 
volumes, and (b) t he spli t bet ween fix d and variable cos s . His ori-
cal tre nds in mea l vo l um es can be significantly influ need, on d ily 
basis, by wea the r cond itions a nd, on a monthly basis , by competitive 
activity. Sev e r al co s ts, in pa r t i c ular, s taff la bour , are difficult 
to split into the ir f i xe d and va riabl e com ponents. The labour proj-
ect, describe d in Cha pter Thr ee , provides a sol ut ion t o the latter 
problem. The use of a computer to for ecast mea l vol umes is a planned 
extension of the labour proj ec t and will ha ve a s i gnif icant i mpact on 
the accuracy of the total profit planning ac tivity of t he f i r m 
involved. 
Having established meal count as the major volume var ia ble , t he 
forecasts on variable costs can be expressed in terms of dolla rs pe r 
meal and compared against actual performance calculated on the s ame 
basis. By removing the volume va riable, closer attent i on ca n be 
directed towards the other factors causing unaccepta ble va riances 
between planned and actual performance. 
A typical profit plan for a resta urant could comprise 150 it ems 
of input data and subtot a ls for eac h month--or approx i ma t ely 2000 
items for the full twelve month plan. The use of a c omput e r in c om-
piling and updating this volume of data, and for compu ti ng mon t hly 
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variances between planned and actual performance, places a high prior-
ity on this activity in terms of its potenti 1 for compu er applicat-
ion. 
Ratio Analysis 
Financial statement analysis w s introduced as a formaltzed 
procedure toward s the end of the 19th century for the purpose of 
evaluating the solv ency position of prospective borrowers . The con-
cept was expanded in the 1920 's by the Du Pont Corpo r a tion with the 
id e ntification a nd implementatio n of a comprehensive se r ies of finan-
cial ratios with which they monitor ed all facets of their operations . 
The traditional rechniques have involved the analysis of r atios 
from an historical perspective within the firm (time-series analysis), 
fr om a contemporary comparison against the established industry stand-
ards (cross-sectiona l analysis) or agai nst absolut e standards , such as 
a 2:1 value for the curre nt ratio. These a ppr oaches have typically 
involved the comparison of a single ratio or a series of ratios, each 
consid e red individually (univariate analysis). 
Traditional financial statement analysis has tende d to los e 
favour, however, because of its failure to keep pace wit h the dev elop-
ments in related disciplines. This has l e d Horrigan to comment that 
..... the subject of ratio analysis is repl ete with untest ed assertions 
about which ratios should be used and what their prope r levels should 
b 001 e. 
1 J. 0. Harrigan, ""A Short History of Financial Ratio Analysis... The 
Accounting Revi ew 43 (April 1968): 294. 
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A featur e that charac t rizes ~h use o f r a i os i n t he r estaur-
ant industry is the xtent to whi c h non-account i ng d i s us d as 
variable in ratio calcula tions . Op e r a ting r atios a r us d to de r-
mine seat turnover, sales pe ~ s eat, s a l es pe r ma nho ur a nd manhou r s per 
meal. In common with g ne r a l indus try, r estaurant op rat i ons will 
benefit from the new a pproache s be ing developed in f i na ncial s t t ern n t 
analysis. Because of the more advanced ana lytica l t echniques being 
employed , the computer is providing solutions to the probl ems inhe r en t 
in the traditional approaches , some of wh i ch are do c um e n ted below. 
Univariate analysis is being replaced by multivariate ana lysis t o 
account for the interdependencies between various ratios and t o avoid 
the ambiguity resulting from diffe r en t ratios producing conflic ting 
inferences . Th is de velopment involves the formulation and verifica-
tion of statistical models. 
Statistical me thods such as factor analysis can be us e d to 
screen a large number of ratios and choose the most appropriate ones 
for further analysis . Wheneve r a high degree of correlation is estab-
lished, a smaller number of ratios can be used to convey the essential 
information. 
Rather than using simply the mean of the standard industry 
ratios for cross-sectional analysis, the dispers ion , as measured by 
the standard deviation, can be used to provid e an improved set of 
standards for interfirm comparisons. 
Statistical model s for the predict ion of corporate failure have 
particular relevence to the restaurant industry . Computers have been 
used in the development of such models based on both regression analy-
sis and multiple discriminate analysis techniques . The effectiveness 
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of these models have b en comm nt ed on by Lev : "I t appe r s that well-
specified fi nancia l mod el s (o f t he multi- va r iate t ype and probably 
incl ud ing non-accounting as we ll a s accoun ing v ria bles) are c pable 
of prov iding an early wa rni ng at l eas t t wo t o t hr e years b fore 
b k .. 1 a n rupt c y. 
Ef f or ts must now be made to formu la t e and ve r if y similar models 
in the broade r s pec trum of r e sta ura nt fin ancial ana l ysis . 
Cos t-volume-Profit Analysis 
CVP a nalysis is a simplistic me thod of introduc ing and using 
the t e chniques desc r i bed i n the nex t section . It i nvolve s t he ma ni pu-
lation of fiv e basic va ria bl e s ( sa l es volume , selling pric e , var ia ble 
cost, fi xed cost and prof it) t o de t erm ine t he degr ee of inte rde pe nd-
ency be twe en each va r iable . CVP a nalysis i s bes t used as a screeni ng 
device in the pla nning and forecast pha s e of pro j ect development . 
The technique involves both a graphic and alge br a ic form of 
expression. The graphs define the fr ame work and general pa ramet e rs 
and the formul a e assist in dec ision-maki ng with in this fra mewo rk . As 
a means of relating the t echnique to the next s ection, t he approa ch is 
present ed in the f orm of a computa ti on s chema tic i n Appendix B. 
Although comput e rs _have been us e d t o implemen t t he CVP analy-
sis, a rapid progression t owa rds a mo r e comprehens ive mode l i s usua l l y 
experienced because of the computer's ability to ove r come s ome of t he 
limitations of the CVP anal ysis, a s no t ed bel ow. 
1 Baruch Lev, Financia l Statement Ana l ysis: A New App r oach, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Ha ll, 1974) , p. lS l. 
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CVP analysis is based on h concep of a r levant range in 
which costs a nd rev enue are linearly related to volum This rang ir. 
generally d fin d as + 15% from h(' proj ·c cd volunP ll'v 1 nt which 
accurate data can b provided : Although values o side his rang r 
disregard ed, the pe r tin nt issu is the v· lidity of hr. lin r r la~­
ionship within the chosen r ange . In the r st · uran mod l the rel . van 
cost/volume rela tionship is V ria ble Operating Expenses per Cover and 
Number of Covers. 
Difficulty is often experienced in accurately appor ioning 
revenue, and especially, costs in to their fixed and variable camp-
onents --labour being a prime example . Joint costs also present 
difficulties when they cover a number of departments which have to be 
analyzed separately. Finally, variations in sales mix between, for 
example, high and low contribution menu items, will distort the linear 
relationship between volume (number of covers) and variabl e sales 
revenue. 
Because of the above limitations, further discussion will be 
reserved to the next section where the application of computers 
assumes more relevance. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The concept of sensitivity ana l ysis was introduced on the 
previous page. When the CVP concept is expanded to include all o f a 
company's financial variables, it becomes a more useful computer 
application. 
Sensitivity analysis is typically carried out at an on-line 
terminal to allow direct interaction with the computer. The us e r 
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"experiments·;, with the model by using an "if-then" approach in testing 
the effec ts of opt i mistic and pessimistic forecasts . Although the 
risk factor involved i n t hese fo r ecasts is not explicitly taken in o 
account, the t echnique has t'he advant<~g of being readily understood 
by the resta ura nt executive who may otherwise feel unqualified to use 
a risk-orie nt e d a pproach to financial modelling . 
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'CHAPTER SIX 
COST BE EFIT A ALYSIS 
Summary 
The material pres e nt e d in this c hapter is as much the presenta-
tion of an approach to cost/benefit analysis, as th e justification of 
a particular computer system . A deliberately cons e rvativ e approach 
has been taken in quantifying the benefits, and no attempt has been 
made to list many of the smaller benefits ref e rred to throughout the 
text. 
The costs are based on actual quotations submitt ed to a 
Vancouver-based restaurant chain. The relat ed hardwar e and software 
was fully defined and specified as part of the vendor's contract . 
The summary of costs and benefits specified in Tables I I and 
III indicate a potential net benefit of approximately $300 per month 
from a single unit operation and $2100 per unit per month fr om a 
40-unit chain operation. Depending on the method chosen to finance 
the investment, the tax ad~antages related to capital cost allowances 
could further improve thes e net benefits. 
A survey of the five largest full-service r estaurant chains in 
Canada revealed an obvious "wait and see" attitude towa rds point-of-
sale systems, and an acknowledgement that in some cases, at least, the 
unit-level accounting functions were being processed in batch mode on 
a centralized basis. However, the largest chain in the survey did 
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acknowledge that they were about to connnit for a microcomputer-based 
point-of-sale and full accounting system to be ins lled at each 
restaura nt beginning in September , 1979. It is expected that this 
mov e will precipitate a comm·itment from at least some of the other 
chains and large r franchisee groups , commencing in 1980 . As many of 
the chains hav e already installed a centralized computing facility, 
however, the present Canadian market for the systems described in this 
report comprises the smaller chains and the single unit oper tions 
with volumes similar to those specified in the following tables . 
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TABLE II 
Sales Improvement 
Increase in Average Check 
Increase in Seat Turnover 
Improvement in Sales Mix 
Cost Reductions 
Food Costs 
Liquor Costs 
Labour Costs - operations staff 
- clerical 
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ET PROFIT 
$ 483 
441 
453 
498 
226 
245 
713 
1377 
1682 
$ 3059 
Hardware (1) 
Volume Discount 
Software: 
- total (3) 
- per unit 
Sub-Total pe r unit 
Lease Financing 
Cost per Month (4) 
Hardware 
Maintenance (5) 
(2) 
Total Cost Per Unit 
NOTES: 
TABLE III 
COST OF CO 1PUTER. SYSTE! 
Single-Unit 
Operation 
33 ,700 
33,700 
70,000 
70, 000 
103,700 
2,385 
337 
$ 2, 722 
(1) Hardware comprises: 
Small business computer (DG Mic ro Nova) 
Point-of-sale terminals (DCC Provider) 
33,700 
10 ,11 0 
70,000 
23 , 590 
1,750 
25,340 
583 
337 
$ 920 
$ 19,300 
14,400 
$ 33,700 
(2) Volume discount amounts to 30% of the list price for hardwar e 
deliveries at the rate of one pe r month. 
(3) Software cost includes the design, programming and implement-
ation of the point-of-sale, management accounting and financ-
ial accounting systems. 
(4) Lease costs are estimated at $23 per $1000. 
(5) Hardware maintenance costs are estimated at 17. of the hard-
ware costs per month. 
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Sales Improvement 
Introduc tion 
A standard approach has been adopted in quantifying the benef-
its discussed in this chapte r. Rath e r than attempting o predic a 
specific level of improvem nt from varying rang e of contribu ions, a 
conservative, five-level range of improvement has been proposed . . In 
order to reduce this r ange to a single value, the probability of 
occurrence has been specified for each level of improvement. Whilst 
acknowledging that these probabilit ies would normally range from 0 to 
1, an arbitrary allocation was considered ina ppropriate in the context 
of this report. The standard probabil ity of 0. 2, which has been used 
in all tables, can obviously be varied at the reader's dis cretion . 
Average check 
An increase in average check is achieved by using "suggestive 
selling" techniques to increase the relative sales of the more highly 
priced menu items and to increase the sales of add-ons, liquor and 
wine. The effect of attainable increases in average check is shown in 
Table IV. By applying a probability of 0. 2 to the five levels of 
improvement, the monthly increases in sales and net profit are $1557 
and $483 respectively. 
A computer-based system provides the only practical means of 
effectively monitoring server performance. Periodic readings of 
average check by server can be requested by the floor manager at any 
time during the meal period to allow corrective action to be taken as 
problems develop. 
The most effective means of encouraging servers to improve on 
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existing st anda rds i s to conduc t sales competi ions on sel c ed menu 
items. The ability o f the computer to c pture d ta at this lev 1 of 
detail, and to prov i de sal s a nalysis by s rver , allows such competit-
ions to be cond ucted on a co ntin uing basis . 
Seat Turnover 
An increas e in sea t turnove r i s ac hieved by reducing the tim 
that tables stand idle whil e guest s are wa it i ng t o b seated , and by 
reducing serv e r-depende nt wa iting time once the y have been seated . 
Table V presents the ef fec t o f a r easona bl e r ange o f imp r ove-
ments in seat turnover. By a pplying a proba bility of 0. 2 t o each of 
the five levels of improvement, the monthly increases in sales and net 
profit would be $1422 and $441 respec tively. 
The reduction in idle table time would be achieve d by allowi ng 
the hostess to allocate seats using the table status syst em de s c ribed 
in Chapter 2. The reduction in serve r dependent wai ting time would be 
achieved by allowing the floor manager to monitor server produc tivity 
by requesting periodic reading which repor t , by server, manhours pe r 
m al and sales per manhour. The ability to produce requis i t i ons 
remotely and to settle guest checks more efficiently, also tend s to 
reduce the customer's waittng time. 
Sales Mix 
An improvement in sales mix is achiev ed by using suggesti ve 
selling techniques to increase the relative sales of high-profit 
items. The effect of a 1% transfer in sales mix from entree s to add-
ons and from beer to liquor is shown in Tabl e VI. The $0 . 06 gross 
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profit improvement pe r meal has been achieved without any increase in 
t otal sales . At a m al volume of 7550 per month net profit would b 
i ncreased by $453 . A computer-bas d sys em provides the ability to 
meas ure these improvem nt s at' th s rver level via on-demand repor s 
and from the cumulative sales analysis used for monito r ing comp ti ive 
performance . 
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TABLE IV 
PROF lT 
BASED 0 
INCREASES I AVERAGE CHECK 
Percentage Monthly Expecte d 
Increase in Inc reas e Value of 
Average Average In Probability Incre, se Check Check Sales * in S les 
$ 13. 75 
0.5 % 13. 82 $ 519 . 2 $ 104 
1.0 13. 89 1038 . 2 208 
1.5 13.96 155 7 • 2 311 
2.0 14.03 2076 .2 415 
2. 5 14. 09 2595 • 2 519 
$1 557 p.m . 
Improvement in net profit, assuming a contribution 
margin of 31 % $ 483 p. m. 
*Sales per month $13.75 x 7550 meals $103,813 
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TABLE V 
PROFIT 
BASED ON 
I CREASED I SEAT TUR 0 ER 
Percentage Average Res ul ant Increase 
Increase in Meals Meals Sales Exp c e d 
Seat Seat pe r pe r Prob- Valu of 
Turnover Turnover Day Day Daily Monthly ability S les 
1.720 248 
0.5 % 1. 729 249 1 $13. 75 $418 • 2 $ 84 
1.0 1. 737 250 2 27.50 836 • 2 167 
1.5 1. 746 251 3 41. 25 1255 • 2 251 
2.0 1. 7 54 253 5 68.7 5 2091 .2 418 
2.5 1. 763 254 6 82.50 2509 . 2 502 
$1422 pm 
Improvement in Net Profit $ 441 pm 
Note: The above f igures are based on the following assumptions: 
a ) The number of dining room seats is 144 
b) The average sale per customer is $13 .75 
c) The contribution ma rgin is 31 % of sales 
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TABLE VI 
I PROFIT 
· BASED 0 
IIX 
Sales Gross Profit Gross Profi 
as P r centage 
Per Heal Mix of Sales Per ll al 1ix 
CASE 1 
Entrees $ 8. 14 59.2 % 51 % $ 4. 15 55. 7 I. 
Ad d-ons 1. 01 7.3 59 0. 60 8. 0 
Liquor 3. 10 22.6 68 2. 10 28.2 
Wine 1. 20 8.7 42 0. 50 6. 7 
Beer 0.30 2.2 33 o. 10 1.4 
Total $ 13. 75 100.0 54 $ 7.45 100. 0 
CASE 2 
Entrees 8.00 58.2 51 4.08 54.3 
Ad d-ons 1.14 8.3 59 0. 67 8. 9 
Liquor 3.25 23.6 68 2. 21 29 . 
Wine 1. 20 8.7 42 0.50 6. 7 
Beer o. 16 1.2 33 0. 05 o. 7 
Total $ 13.75 100.0 55 $ 7. 51 100. 0 
Case 2 shows the effec t on total gross profit per meal of a 1% trans-
fer in sales mix from Entrees to Add-ons and from Beer to Liquor. 
At a meal volume of 7550 per month, net profit would be increased by 
$453. 
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Cost Reduct io.n 
Food Costs 
The data handling ca pnb U i iPs of th compu r provi th 
fir st practical opportun i ty l:o break down weekly food sales o hr> 
basic ingredient lev e l fo r compa r ison against t he ac u;~.l ingrPriien 
usage as determine d by th e physica l count . Havi ng es abl ished · th 
specific ite ms at variance , the e ffort invol v ed in i deo ifying h . 
underlying problems become s a muc h simple r t ask . 
Tabl e VII presents the effe ct of a r eas ona b le r ange of po-
tential reduc tions in food cost which co uld be achi e ve d a s a d i r ect 
result of this finer level of control . By app l ying a probability of 
0.2 to each of the five levels of saving, the monthly sav i ng i n f ood 
sal e s would result in a n increase in net profit of $498 . 
Liquor Costs 
Liquor s a les can be broke n down to basic ingredient and c om-
pared to actual usage, as in the food sys t em . The potential savings, 
shown in Table VIII, amount to $2 26 pe r month. The ful l y integra t ed 
liquor systems described in Chapter Two provide add itional benefits, 
including cost savings, but due to a duopolistic situation in the 
market, the current unit price s of approximately $45,000 per syst em 
preclude them from furth e r consideration in th is cost / ben e f i t 
analysis. 
Computer dispensing syst ems are designed to r emove the oppor-
tunity for abuse of the control function (i.e., "front-end" control), 
whereas the systems propose d in this r epo rt a r e aimed at the earlie st 
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v 
possible detection of an actual de erior ion in control (i.e ., "b;J.ck-
end" control) . The l atter approach is preferred because more value is 
deriv ed from the existing hardwar inves m n .,nd h only costs 
incurred relate to minor ext'ensions to the food control software to 
provide for the inclusion of liq or . 
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Percentage 
Reduc tion 
in Food 
Cost 
0.5 % 
1. 0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
Honthly 
Savi ngs 
in Food 
Cost* 
$ 166 
332 
498 
664 
831 
TABLE VII 
PROFIT 
BASED 0 ~ 
FOOD COST 
Probability 
.2 
• 2 
. 2 
.2 
• 2 
Inc rease in Net Profit 
* Food Cost per month $4.40 x 755 0 Meals $33,220 
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Expec ed 
Value of 
Savj ngs 
$ 33 
66 
100 
133 
166 
$498 p. m. 
Percentage 
Reduction 
in Liquor 
Cost 
1. 0 % 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
TABLE Vlll 
PROFIT 
REDUCTIONS I LIQUOR COST 
Monthly 
Saving 
in Liquor 
Cost* 
$ 76 
151 
227 
302 
378 
Probability 
.2 
• 2 
• 2 
.2 
.2 
Exp c ted 
V lue of 
S vings 
$ 15 
30 
45 
60 
76 
Increase in et Profit $ 226 p . m. 
* Liquor cost per month $1.00 x 7550 meals $7550 
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Variable Labour Cost 
The reduction of varia ble labour cos s i accompli h d by mor 
accurately matching the scheduled availability of s aff o proj c cd 
customer volumes. The sch duling project describ d in Ch pt r Thre 
addresses this probl em , and the on-d m nd r por s produc d by he POS 
system assist in id ntifying volume vari tions as they occur . Fu'r her 
reductions in staff manhours are achieved by the sys em ' s abili y to 
eliminate the cashier function, improve server efficiency and r educe 
hostess hours by the use of the table status system. 
The pote ntial monthly sav ing of $245 , 
based on on-the-floor savings alone. The 
shown in Table IX, is 
inclusion of the staff 
scheduling system would significantly increa se the potential savings . 
As the cost of developing this syst em has not been included in the 
total comparative costs, however, the additional savings have not been 
included in the potential benefits. 
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Percentage 
Reduction 
in Variable 
Labour Cost 
1. 0 % 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
T BLE IX 
I HPROVEI1E PROFIT 
BASED o, 
REDUCTIO S I N VARIABL E L BOUR COST 
Monthl y 
Sa vings in 
Va riabl e 
Labour Cost* 
$ 82 
163 
245 
326 
408 
Proba bility 
• 2 
.2 
• 2 
.2 
• 2 
Increase in Net Profit 
Expected 
Value of 
Savings 
$ 16 
33 
49 
65 
82 
$ 245 p. m. 
* Variable Labour Cost per month $1.08 x 755 0 meals $8154 
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Clerica l Labour Cost 
The benefits of using a compu e r to proc ss th g n r 1 ccoun-
ting applications can be grouped in o b n fi s which r duce the cl r-
ical burden a nd thos e which provid more accurnte , detniled and tim ly 
information for mana gement action . As these benefi s are difficult o 
quantify in a general context, th r esults of r ecent s udy on. h 
relief in clerical bu rden will be used to illustrate some of the 
pot ential savings in this a r ea . 
The first objective of the study was to specify every cle ri c~l 
task performed by management staff at the restauran t l evel. These 
activities were grouped by the da ily, weekly and mont hl y fr equenc y of 
per forma nce. The t ime taken to complete each activity was sampled a nd 
recorded. The activ ity lists were then analyzed to determine whi ch 
activities could be disconti nue d if a computer-bas ed syst em was 
implemented. The activity times were total led ior both systems and 
the potential savings were extended by the applicable wage rat e to 
de t e rmine the value of these savings on a monthly basis. The results, 
summarized in Table X, show a 35 % reduction in clerical manhours, 
which represents a potential saving of $713 per month. 
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I 
-...,J 
.- Daily 
Weekly 
Mid-Month Payroll 
Prior to Month-End 
Month-End Activities 
Computing Operating Ov erhead 
Tota l Monthly Ac tiviti es 
llourly Wage Rat 
Pot entia l Monthly Savings 
Inc r ease i n Ne t Prof it 
TABLE X 
ItfPROVEMENT I N PROFIT 
BASED ON 
REDUCTION IN CLERICAL LABOUR COST 
Number of Activities Estima ted Hours Pe r 
Mo nt h 
t1anual Computer % Manual Computer % 
System System Dec. Sys t em Sys t em Dec . 
28 15 46 186 11 0 41 
41 15 63 80 36. 5 54 
7 1 86 5 0. 3 94 
12 2 83 9 1. 2 83 
68 25 63 36 10 72 
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156 58 63 316 205 35 
Estimated Sa v i ngs Pe r 
Non th 
Office Food Se rv ice 
Hanage r Manager Nanage r 
66 7. 5 2. 5 
18 13 12 
5 
7. 5 
18. 5 
(47) 
68 ~4 . 5 18 . 5 
5 . 85 7. 10 . 60 
'$398 $17 $141 
$713 
Cl!APTI:R SEVE 
CO CLUSlON 
The study has shown that the pres nt approach to computer 
applica tion in the rest aurant industry has been influ need by he 
earlier experiences in the fast food and institutional sectors of the 
food service industry. Basic electroni c cash reg iste r equipment is 
being replaced by integrat ed point-of-sale systems. The processing 
capabilities of these systems are being enhanced to pe rm it a more 
effective use of seating capacity and to inc lude the automatic disp-
ensing of alcoholic beverages. The standard accounting applica t ions , 
such as accounts payable and payroll, are being automated in the chain 
operations, where the higher processing volum e s can more r eadily 
justify the initial costs. 
The experience of the contract feeding organizations in auto-
mating their menu planning, purchasing and inventory control functi ons 
has encouraged the chain operations to extend their implementation to 
the management accounting applications. The ability to capture labour 
data at the point-of-sale has provided a practical means of establish-
ing accurate productivity records and a more refine d approach to 
labour scheduling . 
The need to compare the performance of many similar units 
within a chain operation has promo ted the use of ratio analysis as a 
convenient means of reducing the number of variables for comparative 
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evaluation. The speed of the computer is exp<lnd ing this echnique 
into a more compr hensive analysis which tes s for the sensi ivi y of 
all financial variables to the increm ntal ch nge in th v luc of 
single variable. 
Rec e nt developments in mic roprocessor t chnology r about to 
make the fully- computerized re sta urant a reality . The pr vious c~apt­
er showed that net potential benefi ts of approxim tely $300 per mon h 
for single-unit operations , and $2100 per unit per mon h for chain 
ope r a tions, are now achievable with an integr t ed system . 
These benefi ts should increase over the next two to three years 
as both the restaura nt industry and the computer industry work tow rds 
achieving a "packaged " approach to the total application , and as 
competitive forc e s are brought to bear on this r elatively virgin 
market. 
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·APPEND[X A 
- 7/.,. -
SN1PLE LAYOUT OF A I TEGRATED 
POI T-OF-SALE SYST~ I 
CRT DLSPLAY 
Lounge D/Room 
Display Display 
24 X 80 
KEYB OARD 
TTY 
LOUNGE 
CRT DISPLAY 
K/B K/B 
Il l 11 2 
ispl Displ 
24 X 80 
RO OM 
CHECK CRT DISPLAY 
PRINTER K/B K/B 
tl 3 114 
50cps 
ORDER ENTR 
KEYBOARD 113 
Presets Food 
Presets ~.J:...i...,n,.,e.-..:.....,..~.., 
X 14 ~~9~X~~-¥ 
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DLSC 
STORAGE 
OFF CE 
132pp 
BAR 
REMOTE 
REQUISITION 
PRINTER 
- Liquor 
& \.Jine 
40~ 50cos 
KITCHE 
APPENDIX B 
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RESTAURA T COST-VOL U!1E-PROF IT ~1 0DEL 
REVENUE 
SALES 
REVENUE r--
- FIXED 
PER r--
COVER 
0 
NUHBER 
OF 
COVERS* 
0 
COST OF 
GOODS 
SOLD PER 
COVER 
VARIABLE 
-
SALES 
~ REVENUE t--
VARIABLE 
COST OF 
~ GOODS t-
SOLD 
0 
VARIABLE 
~ OPERATING t--
EXPE! SES 
FIXED 
OPERATING 1--
EXPE SE S 
OTHER 
OPERATING r--- FIXED 
EXPENSES COSTS 
PER COVER 
1--
TOTAL 
f-";!- REVE E 
TOTAL 
~ VARIABLE -
COSTS 
CONTRIB-r--
UTION 
CO TRI B-
~ UTI01 
PERCENT 
NET 
~ PROFIT 
TOTAL 
FIXED 
COSTS 
*Cover means the number of customers 
or the number of meals served . 
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